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‣ Precision Measurements important (and complementary) way 
to narrow down possible New Physics Models
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- SM predicts couplings of W/Z to fermions ➾EWPT
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the W coupling ➾no FCNC in SM
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INDIRECT BOUNDS ON NEW PHYSICS

‣ Every New Physics model leaves characteristic fingerprint on 
such quantities 
‣ Integrate out New Phyiscs ➾Effective Field theory analysis
‣ New Physics effects summarized by higher dim operators 

(dim-6, dim-8...)

Precision

Small SM effects 

Large BSM effects
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ANOMALOUS GAUGE BOSON COUPLINGS II
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‣ LHC energies allow to access the second kind....
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‣ The ones most strictly constrained (LEP) are the first kind

‣ LHC energies allow to access the second kind....

E < v < ⇤

v < E < ⇤

‣ Anomalous gauge couplings involving photons grow most 
strongly with energy (need field strength)



‣Quartic Gauge Couplings involving photons can be probed in 
diffractive processes at the LHC (protons remain intact!) 
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‣ Focus on AAAA (AAZZ and AAWW see [Chapon et al ’12])
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‣ Unitarity breaks down for

‣ Demanding unitarity for LHC energies ➾

‣ In explicit models EFT breaks down before that! 

‣ LHC sensitivities to      are ~104-5 better than unitarity bound

⇣is
2 & 2⇡

⇣i . 10�10GeV�4

⇣i



‣ Limiting factor is low number of events, not background

‣ Possible improvements
- Inelastic case (pro: higher flux;  con: higher background)
- Heavy - Ion (Pb - p or Pb - Pb) ➾	 enhanced photon flux,

see corresponding SM analysis:

RESULTS OF SIMULATION

Fichet, GG, Kepka, 
Lenzi, Royon, 
Saimpert ‘13

4

TABLE I: Number of signal (for !1 = 2 · 10!13 GeV!4) and background events after various selections for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb!1 and µ = 50 at

!
s = 14 TeV. At least one converted photon is required. Excl. stands for exclusive

backgrounds and DPE for double pomeron exchange backgrounds (see text).

Cut / Process Signal Excl. DPE e+e!, dijet + pile-up "" + pile-up

0.015 < # < 0.15, pT1,2 > 50 GeV 20.8 3.7 48.2 2.8 · 104 1.0 · 105

pT1 > 200GeV, pT2 > 100 GeV 17.6 0.2 0.2 1.6 2968
m!! > 600 GeV 16.6 0.1 0 0.2 1023

pT2/pT1 > 0.95, |!$| > % " 0.01 16.2 0.1 0 0 80.2!
#1#2s = m!! ± 3% 15.7 0.1 0 0 2.8
|y!! " ypp| < 0.03 15.1 0.1 0 0 0

γγ/mmiss
ppm
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FIG. 3: Diphoton to missing proton mass ratio (left) and rapidity di"erence (right) distributions for signal considering two
di"erent coupling values (10!12 and 10!13 GeV!4, see Eq. 1) and for backgrounds after requirements on photon pT, diphoton
invariant mass, pT ratio between the two photons and on the angle between the two photons. At least one converted photon
is required. The integrated luminosity is 300 fb!1 and the average pile-up is µ = 50.

ing the photons and the protons to originate from the
same vertex that provides an additional rejection factor
of 40 for 50 pile-up interactions, showing the large mar-
gin on the background suppression. A similar study at
a higher pile-up of 200 was performed and led to a neg-
ligible background (0.3 expected background events for
300 fb!1), showing the robustness of this analysis. More-
over, if one relaxes the request of at least one photon to
be converted, the signal is increased by a factor 3 to 4.
The sensitivities on photon quartic anomalous couplings
are given in Table II for di!erent scenarios corresponding
to the medium luminosity at the LHC (300 fb!1) and the
high luminosity (3000 fb!1 in ATLAS) with and without
form factor. The sensitivity extends up to 7·10!15 GeV!4

allowing us to probe further the models of new physics
described above. Using a form factor with higher values
of "" =2 TeV leads to similar slightly lower results as
without for factors.

In this Letter, the sensitivities to quartic photon cou-
plings at the LHC, obtained by measuring the photons
in the central CMS and ATLAS detectors and the in-
tact protons in dedicated forward proton detectors, are
estimated. For the first time, sensitivities on anomalous
quartic couplings are large enough to probe models of
new physics. The imprint of warped KK gravitons and
of a strongly-coupled dilaton can be discovered in the
multi-TeV range. Also, a generic 500 GeVfermion (vec-
tor) resonance can be probed for electric charge Q ! 4

TABLE II: 5& discovery and 95% CL exclusion limits on !1
and !2 couplings in GeV!4 (see Eq. 1) with and without
form factor (f.f.) with #"=1 TeV, requesting at least one
converted photon (# 1 conv. ") or not (all "). All sensitivities
are given for 300 fb!1 and µ = 50 pile-up events (medium
luminosity LHC) except for the numbers of the last column
which are given for 3000 fb!1 and µ = 200 pile-up events
(high luminosity LHC) where we do not request converted
photons in the case of ATLAS.

Luminosity 300 fb!1 300 fb!1 300 fb!1 3000 fb!1

pile-up (µ) 50 50 50 200

coupling # 1 conv. " # 1 conv. " all " all "
(GeV!4) 5 & 95% CL 95% CL 95% CL

!1 f.f. 1. · 10!13 9. · 10!14 5. · 10!14 2.5 · 10!14

!1 no f.f. 3.5 · 10!14 2.5 · 10!14 1.5 · 10!14 7. · 10!15

!2 f.f. 2.5 · 10!13 1.5 · 10!13 1. · 10!13 4.5 · 10!14

!2 no f.f. 7.5 · 10!14 5.5 · 10!14 3. · 10!14 1.5 · 10!14

(3) via loop e!ects. The analysis greatly benefits from
the kinematical constraints from the photon and proton
measurements, which allows us to obtain negligible back-
grounds.

We thank useful discussions with Christophe Grojean.

# Electronic address: sylvain.fichet@lpsc.in2p3.fr

‣ Projected sensitivities at the 14 TeV LHC with realistic cuts:

D’Enterria + Da Silveira ’13



‣ 4-Photon operators generated from neutral BSM particles via 
non-renormalizable interactions

‣ Simplified model approach
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‣ Examples

- (strongly coupled) Dilaton 1)

 ➾

- KK Graviton

f�1 =
⇡

m
m . 6TeV

1) Needs sizable explicit conformal breaking [Chacko et al ’13, Bellanzini et al ’13]

mp

. 5TeV



‣ 4-Photon effective operators can be generated from loops of  
particles of mass m, charge Qeff = N1/4Q and spin s

‣ Euler Heisenberg Lagrangian for arbitrary1) spin s:

EFFECTIVE OPERATORS FROM LOOPS

⇣i = ci
↵2Q4

e↵

m4
Fichet + GG, in progress

s: ...

c1(s)

c2(s)

...

...
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‣ Strong increase with charge ~ Q4

‣ Strong increase with spin ci ~ s5

‣ Exotic resonances of high s, Q, 
present in many BSM scenarios

‣Can (partially) compensate small 
electromagnetic coupling

1) Assuming g=2 as suggested by unitarity arguments [Ferrara, Porrati, Telegdi ’92]

ci ⇠ s5



‣ Dots mark resonances of spin s, mass m = 1 TeV, Qeff = 3
(sensitivity in the white region)

HIGHER SPIN RESONANCES
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Figure 1: Experimental sensitivity and models in the (⇣1, ⇣2) plane. Axes follow a logarithmic
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BEYOND EFT



‣ For sufficiently low NP mass  m the pair production threshold 
can be reached 

‣ Below m = 1 TeV the EFT cannot be trusted

‣ Fermion and vector loops have been 
computed for all energies

‣ The results only depend on mass m 
and effective charge Qeff = N1/4Q , N is 
multiplicity 

‣ Reduces to EFT result at low energy

FULL AMPLITUDE CALCULATION

2m <
p
s
max

⇡ 2TeV

Costantini et al ’71, Jikia + Tkabladze ’93

s, t, u

s, t, u



‣ Projected exlcusion /
discovery for 300 1/fb 

‣ Slight improvements at 
lower mass 
(sensitive to larger values of 
m/Qeff)

FULL AMPLITUDE RESULTS (PRELIMINARY)

Full amplitude computation for generic
heavy charged fermions/vectors

contributions (preliminary)
The existence of new heavy charged particles will
enhance the ���� coupling at high mass via loops

This enhancement can be parametrized by only the
mass and the effective charge Qeff = Q.N1/4, N
multiplicity

Generic implementation for fermions and vectors
implemented in FPMC

Paper in preparation, preliminary M-Qeff exclusion plane
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Fichet, GG, Kepka, Lenzi, Royon, Saimpert
(in preparation)

‣Model-independent bounds

‣ Again higher sensitivity 
expected for higher spin 
resonances



LIMITS ON WARPED EXTRA 
DIMENSIONS



‣   : infrared scale

‣              : volume fo the ED

‣        : BKT

‣                           : describe 
bulk (brane) Higgs

k̃

V ⇡ 35

r, r0

⌫ = 0 (⌫ = 1)

‣Warped Extra Dimensions strongly constrained from EWPT

‣ Depend on Higgs localization and brane kinetic terms (BKT)
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‣Most recent global fits put very 
strong limits on mKK

‣ Bulk Higgs as good as custodial

‣ BKT can lower these limits
Davoudiasl et al ’02, Carena et al ’02

mKK/TeV brane bulk

minimal

custodial

14.7 8.1

7.7 6.6

Fichet + GG ’13, Agashe et al ’13



‣ BKT allow for parameter regions where EWPT are subdominant

‣ Existing bounds: TGV (AWW, ZWW), Higgs (hZZ, hWW) 

‣ Future limits from QGV (AAWW, AAAA)

WED: SUBLEADING CONSTRAINTS
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Figure 2: Limits and expected reach in the non-custodial (left) and custodial (right) pNGB Higgs
(⌫ = 0) scenarios. The reach of ⇣1 (red) and ⌘W1 (green) from KK gravitons with  = 2 are shown
for sensitivities ⇣�1 = (10�13, 10�14, 10�15 GeV�4) and ⌘W1 = (10�9, 10�10, 10�11 GeV�2), from
bottom to top. Color code for other limits is the same as in Fig. 1.

they could be enhanced in presence of light KK fermions such as those present in the pNGB

Higgs scenarios. Assuming similar sensitivity for ⌘Z,W
1,2 and the ⇣i’s, the latter might be

favored as the LHC typically explores the v < E < ⇤ regime.

Let us now consider the case of sizeable BKTs. These BKTs modify the contribution

to the 
2...5 couplings because of the distortion of the gauge propagator. They also modify

the gravity contributions to ⌘i and ⇣i as gravitons can couple to both bulk and brane

components. We focus on the pNGB Higgs case. The LEP constraint on 
3

(⇡ 
2

) becomes

relevant, the 95% CL interval translates as

0.054 < 
3

< 0.021 , (8.1)

and the limits are displayed on Fig. 1. The 
3

bound from LEP, subleading for vanishing

BKTs, becomes relevant for large negative r, r0. In both cases, the aZ grows large for r0

close to �V . It turns out that the most favored regions are the ones with a positive r and a

negative r0. The favored slices of parameter space ( corresponding to r0 ⇡ 7.44�1.30 r and

1+ 2

3

(r+r0) = 0 respectively in the non-custodial and custodial cases) are shown in Fig. 2.

Interestingly, these regions with relaxed constraints also have enhanced ⌘i, ⇣i anomalous

couplings.

The AFP detector turns out to have a good sensitivity to the ⇣
1

, ⌘W,Z
1

anomalous

couplings. The latest simulations from AFP [40] show an expected sensitivity 20 on ⇣
1

of

order 10�13 � 10�14GeV�4 for 300 fb�1. A somewhat older study [39] on ⌘W
1

shows an

expected sensitivity of order 10�8GeV�2 for a 5� discovery. We present the reach from

such typical sensitivities in the favored region in Fig. 2.

20For this sensitivity a small number of events are obtained. However they have a large statistical

significance as the background is vanishing.

26

no custodial custodial
Fichet + GG ’13



CONCLUSIONS



‣ Precision Physics is complementary to direct searches in the 
hunt for New Physics at the LHC

‣ Anomalous Quartic Gauge interactions can be probed at the 
LHC with proton tagging

‣ EFT approach: 4-photon interactions (dim-8 operators) can be 
constrained at the level of ~10-14 GeV-4

‣Can be translated into various model independent limits on 
charged and neutral NP states (mass, spin, charge)

‣Warped Extra Dimensions increasingly constrained from EWPT 
(Best case scenario mKK ~ 6.6 TeV without BKT)

‣ BKT can lower these bounds, but subleading constraints from 
Higgs and gauge boson couplings become important

CONCLUSIONS



BACKUP



‣Magnetic Monopoles do not have a local UV description

‣ Proposal: at low energy use standard QED with the replacement

‣ Strongly coupled theory (unitarity is ok though for LHC 
energies)

MAGNETIC MONOPOLES

Ginzburg+Schiller ’98e ! g =
2⇡

e

‣ Sensitivities:
- s = 0 :      m < 6  TeV
- s = 1/2:   m < 9  TeV
- s = 1:       m < 16  TeV



‣Main Backgrounds 
- Exclusive (W+quark loops, double gluon exchange, ...)
- Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE)
- Non diffractive production, intact protons from pile-up

BACKGROUNDS AND CUTS

4

TABLE I: Number of signal (for !1 = 2 · 10!13 GeV!4) and background events after various selections for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb!1 and µ = 50 at

!
s = 14 TeV. At least one converted photon is required. Excl. stands for exclusive

backgrounds and DPE for double pomeron exchange backgrounds (see text).

Cut / Process Signal Excl. DPE e+e!, dijet + pile-up "" + pile-up

0.015 < # < 0.15, pT1,2 > 50 GeV 20.8 3.7 48.2 2.8 · 104 1.0 · 105

pT1 > 200GeV, pT2 > 100 GeV 17.6 0.2 0.2 1.6 2968
m!! > 600 GeV 16.6 0.1 0 0.2 1023

pT2/pT1 > 0.95, |!$| > % " 0.01 16.2 0.1 0 0 80.2!
#1#2s = m!! ± 3% 15.7 0.1 0 0 2.8
|y!! " ypp| < 0.03 15.1 0.1 0 0 0

γγ/mmiss
ppm
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FIG. 3: Diphoton to missing proton mass ratio (left) and rapidity di"erence (right) distributions for signal considering two
di"erent coupling values (10!12 and 10!13 GeV!4, see Eq. 1) and for backgrounds after requirements on photon pT, diphoton
invariant mass, pT ratio between the two photons and on the angle between the two photons. At least one converted photon
is required. The integrated luminosity is 300 fb!1 and the average pile-up is µ = 50.

TABLE II: 5& discovery and 95% CL exclusion limits on !1
and !2 couplings in GeV!4 (see Eq. 1) with and without form
factor (f.f.), requesting at least one converted photon (# 1
conv. ") or not (all "). All sensitivities are given for 300 fb!1

and µ = 50 pile-up events (medium luminosity LHC) except
for the numbers of the last column which are given for 6000
fb!1 and µ = 200 pile-up events (high luminosity LHC).

Luminosity 300 fb!1 300 fb!1 300 fb!1 6000 fb!1

pile-up (µ) 50 50 50 200

coupling # 1 conv. " # 1 conv. " all " all "
(GeV!4) 5 & 95% CL 95% CL 95% CL
!1 f.f. 1 · 10!13 7 · 10!14 4 · 10!14 2 · 10!14

!1 no f.f. 3 · 10!14 2 · 10!14 1 · 10!14 6 · 10!15

!2 f.f. 3 · 10!13 1.5 · 10!13 8 · 10!14 4 · 10!14

!2 no f.f. 7 · 10!14 2 · 10!14 2 · 10!14 1 · 10!14

(3) via loop e!ects. The analysis greatly benefits from
the kinematical constraints from the photon and proton
measurements, which allows us to obtain negligible back-
grounds.
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